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Link between glucose metabolism
and epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition drives
triple-negative breast cancer migratory heterogeneity

Samantha C. Schwager,1,3 Jenna A. Mosier,1,3 Reethi S. Padmanabhan,1 Addison White,1 Qinzhe Xing,1

Lauren A. Hapach,2 Paul V. Taufalele,1 Ismael Ortiz,1 and Cynthia A. Reinhart-King1,4,*

SUMMARY

Intracellular and environmental cues result in heterogeneous cancer cell popula-
tions with different metabolic and migratory behaviors. Although glucose meta-
bolism and epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition have previously been linked,
we aim to understand how this relationship fuels cancer cell migration. We
show that while glycolysis drives single-cell migration in confining microtracks,
fast and slow cells display different migratory sensitivities to glycolysis
and oxidative phosphorylation inhibition. Phenotypic sorting of highly and
weakly migratory subpopulations (MDA+, MDA�) reveals that more mesen-
chymal, highly migratory MDA+ preferentially use glycolysis while more epithe-
lial, weakly migratory MDA� utilize mitochondrial respiration. These phenotypes
are plastic and MDA+ can be made less glycolytic, mesenchymal, and migratory
and MDA� can be made more glycolytic, mesenchymal, and migratory via modu-
lation of glucose metabolism or EMT. These findings reveal an intrinsic link
between EMT and glucose metabolism that controls migration. Identifying mech-
anisms fueling phenotypic heterogeneity is essential to develop targeted meta-
static therapeutics.

INTRODUCTION

Intratumor heterogeneity is an emerging hallmark of cancer that complicates clinical diagnostics and ther-

apeutics (Fisher et al., 2013; Hapach et al., 2021; Sun and Yu, 2015). As cancer cells have uniquely high pro-

liferation rates, cancer metabolism research has historically focused on identifying aerobic glycolysis as the

driving force behind this proliferation (Lunt and Vander Heiden, 2011; Vander Heiden et al., 2009; Vaupel

et al., 2019; Warburg, 1925, p. 19; Ward and Thompson, 2012). Recent work has identified heterogeneity in

breast cancer metabolic state in both primary tumors and metastatic sites, with increased glycolysis in pri-

mary tumors and increased mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation at metastatic sites (Davis et al., 2020).

Therefore, the energy produced via glycolysis and oxidative phosphorylation may fuel different cell behav-

iors with different metastatic advantages.

One of the first steps of breast cancer metastasis is invasion through the basement membrane and

migration through the extracellular matrix (Engbring and Kleinman, 2003; Hapach et al., 2019; Lambert

et al., 2017); therefore, migratory ability is often considered an indicator of metastatic success

(Fares et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2020; Palmer et al., 2011; van Zijl et al., 2011). To complete this first step

and escape the primary tumor, cancer cells can reprogram their metabolism to fuel migration through

a mechanically and chemically complex tumor microenvironment (Mosier et al., 2021). It has been

suggested that cancer cells undergo epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT) to promote invasion

and migration through the tumor microenvironment (Banyard and Bielenberg, 2015; Polireddy et al.,

2016; Son and Moon, 2010; Wang et al., 2016). Cancer cell EMT phenotype and metabolic state

appear to exist in a dynamic, reciprocal relationship. Metabolic dysregulation and glycolytic enzymes

can induce EMT (Ahmad et al., 2011; Chen et al., 2018; Funasaka et al., 2009; Kang et al., 2019; Liu

et al., 2017). Alternatively, drivers of EMT can induce metabolic reprogramming and upregulate glycol-

ysis in transitioning cancer cells (Han et al., 2018; Kang et al., 2019; Kim et al., 2017; Masin et al., 2014;
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Sciacovelli and Frezza, 2017; Sun and Yang, 2020; Zhang et al., 2018). Although it is known that cancer

cell bioenergetics and EMT are intrinsically linked, the consequences of this relationship on intratumor

migratory heterogeneity are unclear.

Here, we observe significant heterogeneity in the metabolic signatures and EMT phenotype of migrating

breast cancer cells. Cell migration in the tumor microenvironment was modeled using microfabricated

3D microtracks which recapitulate matrix confinement encountered in vivo (Carey et al., 2015; Kraning-

Rush et al., 2013). Although MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells primarily utilize glycolysis to fuel their

migration in confinement, single-cell analysis of MDA-MB-231 revealed that while highly migratory cells

were sensitive to the inhibition of glycolysis and unaffected by the inhibition of oxidative phosphoryla-

tion, inhibition of oxidative phosphorylation increased weakly migratory cancer cell migration. To further

investigate this migratory heterogeneity, MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells were phenotypically sorted to

obtain highly and weakly migratory subpopulations of MDA-MB-231 that were then thoroughly charac-

terized. We show that highly migratory populations (MDA+) exhibit increased mesenchymal features

and increased glycolytic genes, while weakly migratory populations (MDA�) are more epithelial and

are more associated with oxidative phosphorylation. Further exploration of this characterization revealed

that migratory ability in confinement can be controlled by inducing EMT or modulating metabolic path-

ways utilized by cells. Thus, our findings reveal that a dynamic, complementary relationship between

glucose metabolism and EMT phenotype drives heterogeneous migratory phenotypes in triple-negative

breast cancer.

RESULTS

Glycolysis fuels MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cell migration in confined environments

Both glycolysis and oxidative phosphorylation have been implicated in single-cell migration in cancer

(Cunniff et al., 2016; Kondo et al., 2021; LeBleu et al., 2014; Thejer et al., 2020). However, microenviron-

mental mechanical cues such as confinement are known to regulate cancer cell migration and bioener-

getics (Mosier et al., 2019; Zanotelli et al., 2019). To determine the mode of glucose metabolism that

drives breast cancer migration in confined spaces, MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cell (MDAPAR) migration

was analyzed with inhibitors of glycolysis or mitochondrial respiration in engineering, in vitro collagen

microtracks which mimic the natural tracks and pores found in the tumor microenvironment, allowing ac-

curate quantification of 3D, directional migration (Carey et al., 2015; Kraning-Rush et al., 2013). To modu-

late breast cancer glucose metabolism, MDAPAR were treated with either iodoacetate (IA), an inhibitor of

GAPDH in glycolysis, or antimycin-A (AMA), an inhibitor of complex III of the electron transport chain in

the mitochondria. Dose curves analyzing the effect of 10, 100, or 500 mM IA on glucose uptake, measured

with 2-NBDG, or AMA on mitochondrial membrane potential, measured with TMRM, were completed to

determine the concentration of each inhibitor that would result in a change in metabolism in MDAPAR in

3D collagen gels (Figures 1A and 1B). Additionally, LIVE/DEAD assays (Thermofisher) were completed for

the same concentrations to ensure viability was not disrupted by the inhibitors (Figure 1C). Although sig-

nificant changes in glucose uptake were observed in all doses of IA, significant death was observed in the

100 and 500 mM concentrations of IA. In contrast, even at 500 mM, no significant death was observed

owing to AMA treatment in 3D, while significant changes in mitochondrial membrane potential,

measured using TMRM, were only observed at the highest dose. For all future experiments, 500 mM

AMA and 10 mM IA were used. MDAPAR treated with IA were additionally supplemented with 100 mM so-

dium pyruvate (PYR) to reduce toxicity from glycolysis inhibition and permit continued mitochondrial

respiration (Dad et al., 2013; Lam et al., 2016).

To measure migration, microtracks were fabricated using custom-made PDMS template stamps on liquid

collagen. After collagen polymerization, microtracks were seeded with low densities of cells to permit

single-cell time-lapse imaging (Figure 1D). MDAPAR treated with IA and IA + PYR (MDAPAR + IA,

MDAPAR + IA + PYR) displayed significantly reduced migration velocity 6-12 h after drug application

compared to vehicle control conditions (MDAPAR Ctrl) (Figures 1E and 1F). MDAPAR treated with AMA

(MDAPAR + AMA) displayed no change in velocity 6-12 h after drug application compared to vehicle con-

trol conditions (Figure 1G). To directly compare the response to different inhibitors with different vehicle

controls, fold change in velocity was calculated. MDAPAR treated with IA and IA + PYR displayed signif-

icantly decreased fold changes in velocity compared to cells treated with AMA (Figure 1H). These data

suggest that MDAPAR migration in confinement is primarily fueled by glycolysis compared to mitochon-

drial respiration.
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MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells exhibit heterogeneous migration in response to glucose

metabolism inhibitors

Given that MDAPAR breast cancer cells are highly heterogenous and display different morphologies, migration

potentials, and EMT phenotypes (Hapach et al., 2021; Shah et al., 2017; Shen et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2021), we

investigated the distribution of MDAPAR velocity in response to glucose metabolism inhibitors. MDAPAR migra-

tionwithout glucosemetabolism inhibition (MDAPARCtrl) was largely heterogeneouswith cells displaying awide

range of velocities in confinement (Figures 2A–2C). MDAPAR migration in response to IA was largely homoge-

neous, with a shift towards decreased velocities evident in the velocity histogram (Figure 2A).Migration response

to IA + PYR also resulted in a shift in the velocity histogram towards decreased velocities (Figure 2B). MDAPAR

migration in response to AMA treatment was more heterogeneous, with certain cells exhibiting decreased

migration velocities and others exhibiting increased migration velocities compared to MDAPAR Ctrl (Figure 2C).

Figure 1. Glycolysis fuels MDA-MB-231 migration in confinement

(A) Dose curve of 2-NBDG fluorescence corrected for the background of MDAPAR treated with 10, 100, or 500 mM IA or

vehicle control.

(B) dose curve of TMRM fluorescence corrected for the background of MDAPAR treated with 10, 100, or 500 mM AMA or

vehicle control.

(C) representative images of MDAPAR viability after treatment with 10 or 100 mM IA or vehicle control, or 10, 100, or 500 mM

AMA or vehicle control with live cells in green and dead cells in red.

(D) schematic of microtrack micromolding. PDMS stamp used to mold liquid drop of collagen in between plastic spacers

in a 6 well plate; Average MDAPAR microtrack velocity 6-12 h after.

(E) vehicle control (diH2O) (Ctrl) or 10 mM IA application (+IA) (n = 42-46).

(F) vehicle control (diH2O) or 10 mM IA + 100 mM PYR application (+ IA + PYR) (n = 35-36).

(G) vehicle control (DMSO) or 500 mM AMA application (+AMA) (n = 37-45).

(H) fold change in velocity compared to vehicle control from (E–G) (n = 36-46); ** denotes p < 0.01, **** denotes

p < 0.0001, ns = not significant. Mean +SEM is shown for bar graphs and min to max for box-and-whisker plots with mean

represented as ‘‘+.’’
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Given that cells within MDAPAR exhibited different velocities in response to glucose metabolism inhibition,

we investigated whether cells with low or high migration velocities responded differently to the inhibition

of glycolysis or oxidative phosphorylation. Cells with migration velocities greater than 0.5 mm/min were

considered to have high migration velocities, and cells with migration velocities less than 0.5 mm/min

were considered to have low migration velocities. As inhibitors of glucose metabolism had no effect on

cell velocity until 2 h post drug application (data not shown), we analyzed the effects of glucose inhibitors

on individual cells by comparing velocity pre-inhibitor effect (1-2h after inhibitor application, Pre) to post-

inhibitor effect (11-12h after inhibitor application, Post). MDAPAR response to IA was largely homogenous,

with cells displaying greatly decreased velocity post-inhibitor effect (Figure 2D). Interestingly, cells with

initially high migration velocities had a significantly larger fold decrease in velocity compared to cells

with initially low migration velocities, suggesting that IA decreased the velocity of highly migratory cells

to a greater extent (Figure 2E). MDAPAR response to IA + PYR was more heterogeneous, with cells with

initially low migration velocities displaying very little change in velocity while cells with initially high migra-

tion velocities displayed significantly decreased velocity (Figures 2F and 2G). MDAPAR treated with AMA

exhibited highly heterogeneous responses in velocity. AlthoughMDAPAR with initially highmigration veloc-

ities displayed a slight decrease in velocity, cells with initially low migration velocities displayed a fold in-

crease in velocity after AMA treatment (Figures 2H and 2I). These results reveal that the migration of highly

and weakly migratory cells within the heterogeneous MDAPAR cell line varies in their relationship to

different routes of glucose metabolism. These findings suggest that metabolic heterogeneity within

MDAPAR may contribute to migratory heterogeneity.

Figure 2. MDA-MB-231 exhibit heterogeneous migration in response to glucose metabolism inhibitors in confinement

(A) Average microtrack velocity histogram of MDAPAR 6-12 h after vehicle control (Ctrl) or IA application (+IA) (N = 3, n = 42-46).

(B) average microtrack velocity histogram of MDAPAR 6-12 h after vehicle control (Ctrl) or IA + PYR application (+ IA + PYR) (N = 3, n = 35-36).

(C) average microtrack velocity histogram of MDAPAR 6-12 h after vehicle control (Ctrl) or AMA application (+AMA) (N = 3, n = 37-45).

(D) pre-treatment effect (1-2 h) and post-treatment effect (11-12 h) average microtrack velocity after IA application (N = 3, n = 46). Gray lines = decreasing

velocity. Blue lines = increasing velocity.

(E) fold change in velocity shown in (D) for cells with low migration velocities (velocity<0.5 mm/min) and high migration velocities (velocity >0.5 mm/min).

(F) pre-treatment effect (1-2 h) and post-treatment effect (11-12 h) average microtrack velocity after IA + PYR application (N = 3, n = 35). Gray lines =

decreasing velocity. Purple lines = increasing velocity.

(G) fold change inmicrotrack velocity shows in (F) for cells with lowmigration velocities (velocity<0.5 mm/min) and highmigration velocities (velocity >0.5 mm/

min).

(H) pre-treatment effect (1-2 h) and post-treatment effect (11-12 h) average microtrack velocity after AMA application (N = 3, n = 44). Gray lines = decreasing

velocity. Orange lines = increasing velocity.

(I) fold change in microtrack velocity shown in (H) for cells with lowmigration velocities (velocity<0.5 mm/min) and high migration velocities (velocity >0.5 mm/

min); * denotes p < 0.05, ** denotes p < 0.01, *** denotes p < 0.001. Mean +SEM with dot plot shown for bar graphs.
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Phenotypically sorted weakly and highly migratory subpopulations of MDAPAR preferentially

utilize different pathways for glucose metabolism

Given that MDAPAR of low and high migration velocities displayed heterogeneous responses to glycolysis

and oxidative phosphorylation inhibition, we sought to determine whether weakly or highly migratory can-

cer cells preferentially utilize different metabolic pathways to fuel migratory heterogeneity. MDAPAR were

phenotypically sorted based on their ability to migrate through a collagen coated Transwell (Figure 3A).

Cells that migrated through the Transwell were purified over 20 rounds of sorting and termed highly migra-

tory or MDA+. Cells that never migrated through the Transwell were purified over 20 subsequent rounds of

sorting and termed weakly migratory, or MDA�. Consistent with previous characterization (Hapach et al.,

2021), MDA+ exhibited a higher motile fraction in 3D collagen gels compared to MDA� (Figure 3B).

Given that MDA+ and MDA� vary in migratory capability and that migration after treatment with glucose

metabolism inhibitors differed between MDAPAR of low and high migration velocities, we investigated

the metabolic behaviors of phenotypically sorted MDA+ and MDA�. MDA+ displayed increased glucose

uptake (Figures 3C and 3D), quantified via 2-NBDG uptake, increased lactate output (Figure 3E), and

decreased mitochondrial membrane potential (Figures 3D and 3F), quantified via TMRM, compared to

MDA�. To further probe the metabolic differences between highly and weakly migratory cells, cells were

stably transduced with the ratiometric Peredox sensor and calibrated as previously described to

assess cytoplasmic NADH to NAD + as a metric for glycolysis (Hung et al., 2011; Hung and Yellen, 2014).

Figure 3. Weakly and highly migratory MDA-MB-231 subpopulations utilize different pathways for glucose metabolism

(A) Schematic of phenotypic sorting.

(B) motile fraction of weakly and highly migratory cells (N = 3).

(C) 2-NBDG of MDA� and MDA+ (N = 3, n = 106-142).

(D) representative images of 2-NBDG (green) and TMRM (red) in MDA� and MDA+.

(E) lactate concentration of MDA� and MDA+ (N = 3).

(F) TMRM of MDA+ and MDA� (N = 3, n = 157-160).

(G) normalized Peredox signal (green:red ratio) of MDA+ and MDA� (n > 350).

(H) Schematic of metabolic differences between MDA� and MDA+. * denotes p < 0.05, ** denotes p < 0.01, **** denotes p < 0.0001. Min to max shown for

box-and-whisker plots with mean represented as ‘‘+.’’
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MDA+ exhibited higher Peredox signal (Figure 3G), indicating that highly migratory MDA+ are more glyco-

lytically active than the weakly migratory MDA�. In contrast, high mitochondrial membrane potential and

low NADH:NAD+ and 2-NBDG uptake in MDA� indicated that weakly migratory cells are more mitochond-

rially active compared to MDA+ (Figure 3H).

Modulation of epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition phenotype regulates glucose

metabolism and drives migration

Given the known relationship between EMT and glucose metabolism (Ahmad et al., 2011; Chen et al., 2018;

Funasaka et al., 2009; Han et al., 2018; Kang et al., 2019; Kim et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2017; Masin et al., 2014;

Sciacovelli and Frezza, 2017; Zhang et al., 2018), we sought to investigate the relationship between cancer

cell bioenergetics, EMT phenotype, and migratory ability between phenotypically sorted triple-negative

breast cancer cells. In addition to MDA-MB-231, human triple-negative SUM159 breast cancer cells were

Figure 4. Modulation of EMT phenotype regulates glucose metabolism and drives migration

(A) Energy (glycolysis/mitochondrial) vs EMT (mesenchymal/epithelial) scores for highly and weakly migratory

subpopulations for MDA-MB-231 cells (MDA+, MDA�) and SUM159 cells (SUM+, SUM�) as quantified using RNA

sequencing, fit with linear regression. R values are shown. (N = 3).

(B) schematic of EMT regulation using E-cadherin and TGFb.

(C) 2-NBDG of MDA� and MDA� treated with 5 ng/mL TGFb (N = 3, n = 191-239).

(D) TMRM signal in MDA� and MDA� treated with 5 ng/mL TGFb (N = 3, n = 236-258).

(E) TMRM of MDA+ and MDA+ with E-cadherin overexpression (N = 3, n = 92-118).

(F) 2-NBDG of MDA+ and MDA+ with E-cadherin overexpression (N = 3, n = 289-320).

(G) velocity and TMRM of MDA� and MDA� treated with 50 ng/mL TGFb in microtracks (N = 3, n = 59-78).

(H) representative images of cells labeled with TMRM in microtracks; * denotes p < 0.05, *** denotes p < 0.001, ****

denotes p < 0.0001. Mean +SEM is shown for (G) andmin to max for box-and-whisker plots with mean represented as ‘‘+.’’
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phenotypically sorted into highly migratory SUM+ and weakly migratory SUM� subpopulations. MDA+,

MDA�, SUM+, and SUM� RNA sequencing were scored based on bioenergetics and EMT status. EMT

Score was calculated as (Mesenchymal Score/Epithelial Score). Energy Score was calculated as (Glycolysis

Score/Oxidative Phosphorylation Score). Both MDA+ and SUM+ had higher EMT Scores (more mesen-

chymal) and higher Energy Scores (more glycolytic) than their weakly migratory counterpart (Figure 4A),

revealing that phenotypic sorting of triple-negative breast cancer cells isolates EMT and metabolically

distinct subpopulations of cancer cells. For the cell types tested, highly migratory cells are more mesen-

chymal with higher rates of glucose uptake than weakly migratory cells. Taken together, these findings

reveal that migratory heterogeneity within triple-negative breast cancer cell lines may be driven by the

link between glucose metabolism and EMT status.

To further determine how the link between metabolism and EMT can drive migratory heterogeneity, we

investigated whether the modulation of EMT phenotype conversely alters glucose metabolism and migra-

tion capability. To induce EMT of the more epithelial MDA�, MDA� were treated with TGFb for 24 h

(Figure 4B). After treatment, MDA� exhibited increased glucose uptake (Figure 4C), quantified with

2-NBDG, and decreased mitochondrial membrane potential (Figure 4D), measured with TMRM. These

data are consistent with previous findings that cells undergoing EMT undergo metabolic reprogramming

to increase glycolysis (Kang et al., 2019; Kim et al., 2017; Masin et al., 2014; Sciacovelli and Frezza, 2017; Sun

and Yang, 2020; Zhang et al., 2018). Conversely, MET of the more mesenchymal MDA+ was simulated by

overexpression of E-cadherin using shRNA (Figure 4B). E-cadherin expressing MDA+ demonstrated

increased mitochondrial membrane potential (Figure 4E) and decreased glucose uptake (Figure 4F),

consistent with MET inducing mitochondrial activity (Ahmad et al., 2011; Funasaka et al., 2009; Han

et al., 2018; Kang et al., 2019).

As EMT and MET are linked to glucose metabolism utilization, we investigated whether these altered bio-

energetics regulate downstream migration (Jia et al., 2021; Kondaveeti et al., 2015; Nilchian et al., 2020).

We previously showed that E-cadherin-knock-in MDA+ exhibits reduced cell migration velocities in

confined microtracks compared to MDA+ control cells (Hapach et al., 2021). Those findings, in addition

to those presented here, correlate increased mitochondrial activity with decreased migratory ability in

weakly migratory cells. Conversely, treatment with MDA� with TGFb, known to induce a complete EMT

phenotype (Aiello et al., 2018), increased MDA� migration velocities and decreased mitochondrial mem-

brane potential relative to MDA� control cells (Figures 4G and 4H). Although it is widely known that the

EMT phenotype correlates withmigratory ability (Aiello et al., 2018; Hapach et al., 2021), these findings sug-

gest that EMT-induced metabolic reprogramming may fuel enhanced migration.

Modulation of glycolysis and oxidative phosphorylation shift migration phenotypes of

phenotypically sorted weakly and highly migratory subpopulations

Given that weakly and highlymigratory subpopulations ofMDAPAR have different glycolytic andmitochondrial

activities (Figure 3) and given that changes in EMT induce metabolic reprogramming and drive migration

(Figure 4), we investigated whether the modulation of glycolysis and oxidative phosphorylation would be suf-

ficient to alter the migration phenotypes of highly and weakly migratory breast cancer cells. As MDA+ has

higher rates of glucose uptake than MDA�, we first investigated whether inhibiting glycolysis was sufficient

to block single-cell migration in confinement. MDA� treated with IA + PYR displayed reduced migration ve-

locity compared to control conditions (Figures 5A and 5D). Similarly, MDA+ treated with IA + PYR displayed

significantly reducedmigration velocity compared to vehicle control conditions (Figures 5B and 5D), revealing

that glycolysis contributes to the migration of both weakly and highly migratory cancer cells. IA + PYR had a

significantly greater effect on themigration of MDA+ compared toMDA� (Figure 5C), highlighting that glycol-

ysis is utilized to different extents by weakly and highly migratory cells for migration in confinement.

Given that migration is primarily thought to be glycolysis driven (Shiraishi et al., 2015) and disruption of mito-

chondrial energy production can induce cell migration (Han et al., 2018), we next investigated whether the in-

hibition of mitochondrial energy production would increase cancer cell migration. MDA� treated with AMA

displayed a robust increase in migration velocity (Figures 5D and 5E), revealing that the inhibition of oxidative

phosphorylation was sufficient to increase weakly migration cancer cell migration. Conversely, MDA+ treated

with AMA displayed no significant change in migration velocity (Figures 5D and 5F), revealing that the inhibi-

tion of oxidative phosphorylation does not increase themigration of highlymigratory cancer cells. Importantly,

AMA had a significantly different effect on the migration of MDA� compared to MDA+ revealing that the
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inhibition of oxidative phosphorylation energy production in weakly migratory cells that preferentially utilize

mitochondrial energy can increase cell migration velocity (Figure 3G). As further confirmation that the disrup-

tion of mitochondrial energy production has differential effects in each subpopulation, we also tested the ef-

fects of oligomycin (OLM), an inhibitor of ATP synthase. Similar to AMA treatment in weakly migratory cells,

OLM resulted in an increase in microtrack velocity (Figure 5H). Treatment with OLM in highly migratory cells

significantly decreased velocity (Figure 5I). Treatment with OLM had a significantly different effect on the

migration of MDA+ compared to MDA� (Figures 5J and 5K), with MDA� increasing velocity upon treatment

and MDA+ decreasing speed. These findings further confirm the differential effects of disrupting mitochon-

drial energy on highly and weakly migratory populations.

Treatment withmitochondrial inhibitors can lead tomany off-target effects, including increased production of

reactive oxygen species (ROS) in MDA-MB-231 cells (Sarmiento-Salinas et al., 2019). Furthermore, increased

ROS has been reported to contribute to both EMT and cancer cell migration (Aggarwal et al., 2019; Kumari

Figure 5. Modulation of glucose metabolism changes migration phenotypes of highly and weakly migratory

subpopulations

(A) average velocity of MDA� 6-12 h after 10 mM IA + 100 mM PYR or vehicle control application (N = 3+, n = 46-51).

(B) average velocity of MDA+ 6-12 h after 10 mM IA + 100 mM PYR or vehicle control application (N = 3+, n = 34-36).

(C) fold change in velocity between treated and control conditions for MDA+ and MDA� (A and B).

(D) representative images of cell migration in microtracks from 1 to 12 h after vehicle control or inhibitor application.

(E) average velocity of MDA� 6-12 h after 500 mM AMA or vehicle control application (N = 3+, n = 57-69).

(F) average velocity of MDA+ 6-12 h after 500 mM AMA or vehicle control application (N = 3+, n = 48-57).

(G) fold change in velocity between treated and control conditions for MDA+ and MDA� (E and F).

(H) average velocity of MDA� 6-12 h after 100 mM OLM or vehicle control application (N = 3. n = 79-88).

(I) average velocity of MDA+ 6-12 h after 100 mM OLM or vehicle control application (N = 3. n = 66-87).

(J) fold change in velocity between treated and control conditions for MDA+ and MDA� (H and I).

(K) representative images of cell migration in microtracks from 1 to 12 h after vehicle control or inhibitor application. *

denotes p < 0.05, ** denotes p < 0.01, *** denotes p < 0.001, **** denotes p < 0.0001. Mean +SEM is shown for bar graphs

and min to max for box-and-whisker plots with mean represented as ‘‘+.’’
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et al., 2018). To determine whether ROS production increases in response to AMA and OLM, carboxy-

H2DCFDA was used to fluorescently label ROS in MDA+ and MDA� in 2D. Both highly and weakly migratory

cells significantly increased ROS production in response to treatment with AMA and OLM (Figures S1A–S1F),

though OLM caused significantly more ROS production than AMA in both MDA+ and MDA� (Figures S1C–

S1F). To parse whether migratory changes observed after treatment with inhibitors were owing to the disrup-

tion of mitochondrial energy or induced ROS production, we utilized the ROS activator, tert-butyl hydroper-

oxide (TBHP). ROS activation decreased bothMDA� andMDA+microtrack migration. Migration speeds were

decreased significantlymore inMDA+ compared toMDA� (Figure S1G), suggesting that highlymigratory can-

cer cells may bemore susceptible to ROS-induced decreasedmigration thanweaklymigratory cancer cells. As

MDA+ treatedwithOLMexhibited increased ROSanddecreasedmigration compared to control conditions, it

is possible that OLM decreasedMDA+ migration through increased ROS rather than decreased ATP synthase

activity. As weakly migratory cancer cell migration did not increase after ROS induction, the increased migra-

tion of MDA� after oxidative phosphorylation inhibition is regulated by a mechanism separate from ROS.

Modulation of glucose metabolism regulates the epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition

phenotype to drive migration

Given that weakly and highly migratory cells preferentially utilize different modes of glucose metabolism

(Figure 3), that themodulation of EMT phenotype reprogramsmetabolism to regulate migration (Figure 4),

and that the inhibition of oxidative phosphorylation increases migration velocity of weakly migratory cancer

cells (Figure 5), we sought to determine whether EMT status drives the differential migration response by

weakly and highly migratory cancer cells to glucose metabolism inhibitors. Previous work suggests that

glycolytic enzymes and mitochondrial dysfunction can induce EMT (Ahmad et al., 2011; Funasaka et al.,

2009; Han et al., 2018; Kang et al., 2019). Thus, we investigated whether glucose metabolism inhibitors

could shift the EMT phenotype to drive migratory changes (Figure 6A). As mesenchymal cells display

increased aspect ratios compared to epithelial cells (Leggett et al., 2016; Maier et al., 2016; Ribatti et al.,

2020), we first quantified cell aspect ratio after treatment with IA + PYR or AMA to assess changes in

EMT status. MDA� exhibited decreased aspect ratios compared to MDA+ in bulk collagen gels, consistent

with more mesenchymal cells being more elongated (Figure 6B). MDA� and MDA+ treated with IA + PYR

displayed no change in aspect ratio (Figures 6C and 6D), suggesting that IA + PYR has no effect on EMT

status. Treatment with AMA significantly increased the elongation of both the more epithelial, weakly

migratory MDA� and the more mesenchymal, highly migratory MDA+ (Figures 6E and 6F).

To further assess EMT phenotype after treatment with glucose inhibitors, RNA expression of epithelial

marker E-cadherin (CDH1) and mesenchymal markers vimentin (VIM) and Zeb1 (ZEB1) were quantified us-

ing quantitative RT-PCR. Treatment of MDA� or MDA+ with IA + PYR resulted in no significant change in

CDH1, VIM, or ZEB1 mRNA (Figures 6G and 6H), further reinforcing that the inhibition of GAPDH in glycol-

ysis has no effect on the EMT status of the phenotypically sorted weakly and highly migratory breast cancer

cells. Conversely, the treatment of MDA� with AMA significantly increased both CDH1 and ZEB1 mRNA

(Figure 6G) and treatment of MDA+ with AMA significantly increased VIM and ZEB1 mRNA (Figure 6H).

These results reveal that AMA increased mesenchymal gene expression in both MDA� and MDA+. Inter-

estingly, treatment with AMA selectively increased MDA� migration and not MDA+ migration compared

to vehicle control conditions.

Altogether, these findings suggest that while glycolysis inhibition significantly impairs migration velocity, it

has little effect on EMT phenotype. Instead, we observe a significant change in EMT markers upon mito-

chondrial impairment with AMA, indicating that while modulating glucose metabolism through glycolysis

or mitochondrial inhibition can affect migration velocity, the EMT phenotype is more dependent on mito-

chondrial function.

DISCUSSION

Cancer cell phenotypic heterogeneity is associated with poor clinical outcomes and complicates cancer

therapy (Fisher et al., 2013; Hapach et al., 2021; Ramón y Cajal et al., 2020); therefore, a better understand-

ing of the cancer cell populations that exist and work cooperatively in the TME is essential to develop effec-

tive cancer therapies. It was recently described that primary tumors and micrometastases exhibit distinct

metabolic transcriptomes, with primary tumors primarily utilizing glycolysis as described by the Warburg

Effect and micrometastases displaying a preference for mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation (Davis

et al., 2020). These different metabolic behaviors indicate that metabolism is highly plastic and
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context-dependent and that glycolysis and oxidative phosphorylation may fuel different cell behaviors,

such as proliferation and colonization, with different metastatic advantages. Here, we investigate the

role of glucose metabolism in cell migration and the relationship between heterogeneity in metabolism

andmigratory ability in triple-negative breast cancer. We identify that the interplay between glucose meta-

bolism and EMT phenotype drives heterogeneous migratory behaviors.

Cancer cell bioenergetics and migration are linked in that ATP fuels cell progression through specific steps in

the metastatic cascade (Bergers and Fendt, 2021). As it is technically challenging to precisely quantify single-

cell metabolism during in vivometastasis, physiologically relevant in vitro platforms thatmodel steps in cancer

metastasis may provide valuable insight that is otherwise unachievable. Here, we sought to isolate the roles of

Figure 6. Modulation of glucose metabolism differentially regulates EMT phenotype

(A) Schematic of metabolism-regulated EMT.

(B) aspect ratio of MDA� and MDA+ (N = 3, n = 30-39).

(C) aspect ratio of MDA� 6-12 h after vehicle control (Ctrl) or IA + PYR application (+IA + PYR) (N = 3+, n = 34-36).

(D) aspect ratio of MDA+ 6-12 h after vehicle control or IA + PYR (N = 3+, n = 34-67).

(E) aspect ratio of MDA� 6-12 h after vehicle control or AMA (+AMA) (N = 3+, n = 61-64).

(F) aspect ratio of MDA+ 6-12 h after vehicle control or AMA (N = 3+, n = 48-85).

(G) relative mRNA of MDA� treated with vehicle control, IA + PYR, or AMA for 12 h. Normalized to b-actin. (N = 3).

(H) Relative mRNA of MDA+ treated with vehicle control, IA + PYR, or AMA for 12 h. Normalized to b-actin. (N = 3);

(I) schematic of link between glucose metabolism and EMT driving cell migration; * denotes p < 0.05, ** denotes p < 0.01, ns = not significant. Mean +

individual data points is shown for bar graphs and min to max for box-and-whisker plots with mean represented as ‘‘+.’’
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glycolysis and oxidative phosphorylation in breast cancer cell migration using an engineered microtrack plat-

form that mimics the confinement and material composition of the ECM found in vivo. Conflicting evidence

exists as to whether breast cancer single-cell migration is primarily driven by glycolysis, oxidative phosphory-

lation, or a combination of both pathways (LeBleu et al., 2014; Shiraishi et al., 2015; Zhao et al., 2013). Glycolysis

regulates cytoskeletal dynamics required by cell migration (Costanza et al., 2019; DeCamp et al., 2020; Kondo

et al., 2021; Park et al., 2020; Shiraishi et al., 2015) and extracellular acidification owing to lactate output in-

creases MMP activation, matrix degradation, and the reorganization of cytoskeletal machinery (Gatenby

and Gawlinski, 2003; Lardner, 2001), suggesting that cell migration is glycolysis driven. However, it has also

been shown that enhanced oxidative phosphorylation and mitochondria localization to the leading edge in-

creases cell migratory ability (Cunniff et al., 2016; Kelley et al., 2019; Porporato et al., 2014). Importantly, our

results suggest that glycolysis plays a major role in fuel breast cancer cell migration in confined 3D environ-

ments. The dichotomy in these findings may result from differing in vitro models used to monitor cell migra-

tion. 3D hydrogels, transwell assays, and microfabricated systems have different mechanical parameters,

including stiffness, confinement, and alignment, all of which are known to impact cell metabolism (Ponce

et al., 2021; Sullivan et al., 2018; Zanotelli et al., 2019). Importantly, our microtrack systemmodels protease-in-

dependent migration as cells do not need to degrade the matrix to migrate (Kraning-Rush et al., 2013).

Although our results suggest that protease-independent migration is fueled primarily by glycolysis, other

forms of single-cell migration may require mitochondrial energy utilization.

Using this microtrack platform, we show that oxidative phosphorylation inhibition did not elicit a homogenous

migratory response. Although highly migratory cells showed no change in migration, weakly migratory cells

displayed increased migration in response to AMA treatment, suggesting that highly and weakly migratory

cancer cells differentially utilize oxidative phosphorylation. We further investigated this phenomenon by

phenotypically sorting MDA-MB-231 triple-negative breast cancer cells based on their in vitro migratory po-

tential. Highly migratory cancer cells demonstrated increased glucose uptake while weakly migratory cells ex-

hibited higher levels of mitochondrial membrane potential. We previously showed that phenotypically sorted

weakly migratory MDA-MB-231 and SUM159 are more metastatic in a mouse model of breast cancer metas-

tasis than their highly migratory counterparts (Hapach et al., 2021). Our results reveal that even within a single

cancer cell line, heterogeneity in migratory ability and metastatic ability (Hapach et al., 2021) is accompanied

by heterogeneity in bioenergetics. Although glycolysis may fuel primary tumor growth and cancer cell migra-

tion and dissemination away from the primary tumor, oxidative phosphorylation may be metabolically advan-

tageous for metastasis. In agreement, oxidative phosphorylation inhibition has little effect on primary tumor

growth, but significantly decreased metastatic seeding of breast cancer cells (LeBleu et al., 2014). These data,

in addition to others showing that oxidative phosphorylation is upregulated in secondary metastatic sites

(Chen et al., 2007; Dupuy et al., 2015; Porporato et al., 2014; Porporato and Sonveaux, 2014), correspond

with our previous findings that weakly migratory cells that preferentially utilize oxidative phosphorylation

are more metastatic than their highly migratory counterparts (Hapach et al., 2021).

RNA sequencing of phenotypically sorted triple-negative breast cancer cell lines revealed that highly migratory

cells hadmoremesenchymal and glycolysis-associated features than their weakymigratory counterparts, which

had higher oxidative phosphorylation and epithelial-associated features. To determine if EMT status regulates

glucose metabolism and controls migratory potential, EMT of the highly and weakly migratory cancer cells was

modulated, and metabolic and migratory changes were assessed. Inducing a mesenchymal phenotype with

TGFb caused a metabolic switch resulting in increased glucose uptake and decreased mitochondrial mem-

brane potential and was accompanied by increased migration velocity. Inducing a more epithelial phenotype

by knocking in E-cadherin resulted in a switch towards resulting in decreased glucose uptake and increased

mitochondrial membrane potential and decreased migration velocity. These findings are consistent with pre-

vious studies that found that drivers of EMT can upregulate glycolysis (Han et al., 2018; Kang et al., 2019;

Kim et al., 2017; Masin et al., 2014; Sciacovelli and Frezza, 2017; Sun and Yang, 2020; Zhang et al., 2018).

Although others have reported that E-cadherin overexpression can increase oxidative phosphorylation (Park

et al., 2017), themechanismand consequences of this signaling are unclear. Here, we show that thesemetabolic

changes are associatedwith downstreammigration, suggesting that the link between cell metabolismandEMT

may fuel different migratory potentials. It is important to note that while we can manipulate EMT status in our

subpopulations, we do not recapitulate a fully epithelial or fully mesenchymal status.We show that evenminute

changes in EMT status result in migratory andmetabolic changes. Our ability tomove cells along this spectrum

rather than inducing one state or the other allows us to capture the intermediate partial-EMT phenotypes that

may be essential in cooperative progression through the metastatic cascade.
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We also investigated whether changes in glucose metabolism subsequently result in EMT and migratory

changes. Inhibition of glycolysis decreased the migration of the highly migratory cells, while the inhibition

of oxidative phosphorylation increased the migration of the weakly migratory cells. Although inhibiting

glycolysis may weaken migratory potential through reduced ATP availability (Garde and Sherwood,

2021; Shiraishi et al., 2015; Zanotelli et al., 2018), it was unclear why the inhibition of oxidative phosphory-

lation would promote the migration of weakly migratory cells. As such, we investigated whether metabolic

changes induce changes in EMT status and migration. Although inhibiting glycolysis had little effect on

EMT status as evidenced by cell aspect ratio andmRNA expression of EMTmarkers, we were able to induce

changes in EMT phenotype by inhibiting mitochondrial energy, suggesting a link betweenmetabolism and

EMT that may be more dependent on mitochondrial ability than glucose metabolism as a whole.

The role of metabolism in cell migration continues to be explored in the context of cancer progression and

metastasis. Here, we highlight a novel link between glucose metabolism and EMT status as the driving fac-

tor in migratory heterogeneity in breast cancer cells. We show that while highly andweakly migratory breast

cancer cells exhibit unique metabolic and EMT profiles, we are able to control migration by manipulating

either metabolism or EMT. Specifically, weakly migratory cells utilizing primarily oxidative phosphorylation

for ATP can be pushed to a more migratory phenotype by inhibiting mitochondrial respiration and forcing

cells to utilize glycolysis instead, or by inducing a more mesenchymal phenotype with TGFb. Similarly, the

migration of highly migratory cells can be attenuated by blocking their main ATP source, glycolysis, or

inducing an epithelial phenotype with E-cadherin. Although our primary focus here is single-cell migration

in a representative engineered model of the primary tumor microenvironment, our data in combination

with further characterization of the relationship between EMT and glucose metabolism pathways in each

step of the metastatic cascade may reveal key therapeutic targets for inhibiting cancer metastasis.

Limitations of the study

While glucose metabolism, primarily glycolysis and oxidative phosphorylation, is a key method cell utilize

to generate ATP, cancer metabolism encompasses a wide range of pathways and intermediates that

contribute to cellular energetics. For example, we observed a decrease in migration in response to ROS

activation (Figure S1G). However, because the changes observed owing to ROS activation were inconsis-

tent with those induced by metabolism inhibitors, it is likely that a different mechanism is involved. It is

possible that the link between ROS and migration is dependent on an optimal level of ROS that may be

challenging to parse in our microtrack system. However, these findings warrant further investigation into

the role of ROS in differential migratory phenotypes.

Recently, glutamine metabolism has gained increasing attention as one of the main sources of cancer cell

energy. Here, we chose to investigate the roles of glycolysis and oxidative phosphorylation as these have

been specifically implicated in migratory processes in cancer cells. However, our current study lacks inves-

tigation into compensatory mechanisms from other energy sources when glucose metabolism is externally

modulated. Future work characterizing the link between other forms of metabolism and EMT status is

required for a complete understanding of the role of bioenergetics in regulating heterogeneity in cell

migration.

Our engineered platform provides a unique and unparalleled characterization of confinedmigration in a phys-

iologically relevant environment. Owing to the nature of the device, however, our study is limited to observing

only what happens in real time in the microtracks and removing cells from the system for further bulk analysis,

such as mRNA and protein analysis, is technically challenging, if not impossible. This limits our ability to probe

confinement as a mechanical cue altering epigenetic expression of different factors that may be pivotal in

determining cell migratory ability. However, we use the platform to first identify a preliminary relationship be-

tween EMT, glucose metabolism, and migration that is then further parsed in 2D and 3D settings.
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Bacterial and virus strains

FUW-E-cadherin-E2A In-house N/A

pMSCV-Peredox-mCherry-NLS Hung et al. Cell Metab. 2011 Addgene #32385; RRIDL Addgene_32385

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

Iodoacetate Millipore Sigma I2512

Antimycin-A Millipore Sigma A8674

Oligomycin Sigma-Aldrich O4876-25MG

Transforming Growth Factor-Beta Sigma-Aldrich T7039

2NBDG Invitrogen N13195

PureZOL RNA isolation reagent Bio-Rad 7326880

SYBR Green Bio-Rad 1708880

Critical commercial assays

Image-iT LIVE Green ROS Detection Kit (containing

Tertbutylhydroperoxide, Hoechst 3342, and

carboxy-H2DCFDA)

ThermoFisher I36007

Image-iT TMRM Invitrogen I34361

LIVE/DEAD� Cell Imaging Kit 488/570 Thermofisher R37601

RNeasy Mini Kit Qiagen 74004

Lactate Assay Kit Abcam ab65331

iScript cDNA Synthesis Kit Bio-Rad 1708890

Deposited data

Raw and Analyzed Data This paper Dryad:
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Experimental models: Cell lines

Human MDA-MB-231 mammary adenocarcinoma

epithelial cells

ATCC HTB-26; RRID: CVCL_0062

Human SUM159PT breast epithelial cells BioIVT HUMANSUM_0003006; RRID: CVCL_5423
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qPCR Primer (see Table S1) This paper N/A

Software and algorithms
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Raw data will be deposited at Dryad (Dryad Dataset: https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.6djh9w149) and be

publicly available upon date of publication.

Any additional information is available from the lead contact upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Cell culture and reagents

MDA-MB-231 female human mammary adenocarcinoma cells (HTB-26, ATCC, Manassas, VA) were

maintained in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Media (DMEM) (ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, PA) supple-

mented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Atlanta Biologicals, Flowery Branch, GA) and 1% penicillin-strepto-

mycin (ThermoFisher Scientific) at 37�C and 5% CO2. Iodoacetate (10 mM, Millipore Sigma, I2512), sodium

pyruvate (100 mM, ThermoFisher Scientific, 11360070), oligomycin (100 mM, Sigma-Aldrich, O4876), and

antimycin-A (250 mM in 2D, 500 mM in microtracks, Millipore Sigma, A8674) were used to inhibit glucose

metabolism. TGFb (5 ng/mL in 2D, 50 ng/mL in microtracks) was used to induce EMT. Tertbutylhydroper-

oxide (SUM159PT human breast epithelial cells (BioIVT) were maintained in Ham’s F12 Medium

(ThermoFisher Scientific) supplemented with 5% fetal bovine serum, 1 mg/mL hydrocortisone (Millipore

Sigma), 5 mg/mL insulin (Millipore Sigma), and 1% penicillin-streptomycin. Cell culture and time-lapse im-

aging were performed at 37�C and 5% CO2.

METHOD DETAILS

Microtrack fabrication

Collagen microtracks of 10 mm width were prepared as previously described (Carey et al., 2015). Briefly,

100-mm diameter silicon wafer molds were coated with S1813 photoresist and Bosch etched to pattern

with microtrack geometries. Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS; Sylgard) was mixed in a 1:10 ratio of cross-linker

to monomer, poured over the wafer, and cured to be used as a template stamp. Collagen Type I extracted

from rat tail tendons was prepared in-house and resuspended as a 10 mg/mL stock solution in acetic acid.

The stock solution was diluted to 3 mg/mL, neutralized with 1 N NaOH, and used to lightly coat PDMS

stamps. Stamps were inverted onto a drop of diluted collagen between two thin PDMS spacers and left

to polymerize for 90 min at 37�C. To finalize 3D microtracks, patterned collagen matrices were seeded

with either parental (MDAPAR), highly migratory (MDA+), or weakly migratory MDA-MB-231 (MDA�)
(�100,000 cells/mL to achieve low seeding density) and left to settle for 2 min at 37�C. A thin layer of

collagen was applied to a glass coverslip and inverted over the microtracks as a lid. Microtrack system

was supplied with fresh media was fully polymerized, and cells were left to incubate overnight at 37�C.
At �18 h post cell seeding, glucose metabolism inhibitors, ROS activator, or vehicle controls were added

to microtracks in fresh media. Timelapse images of cells were acquired every 20 min from 1-12 h post in-

hibitor application, acquired using a Zeiss Axio Observer Z1 inverted microscope equipped with a Hama-

matsu ORCA-ER camera with a 103/0.3 NA objective for migration studies. AxioVision software was used

to operate device. Where applicable, cells were supplemented with 50 ng/mL TGFb 24 h before imaging,

followed by 100 nM of TMRM (Invitrogen, U34361) 2 h before imaging. Timelapse images were acquired

every 20 min 24–30 h after TGFb treatment using Zeiss LSM800 Confocal Microscope with a 103/0.3 NA

Zeiss Objective with a 10X objective.

Analysis of cell migration in microtracks

Cell migration was analyzed by using Fiji ImageJ (National Institute of Health, Bethesda, MD) (Schindelin

et al., 2012) to outline individual cells in collagen microtracks. The cell body was manually outlined, and

cell area, centroid, and aspect ratio were quantified. Cell displacement was calculated as the distance be-

tween cell centroids between each frame. Average velocity was then calculated by dividing the displace-

ment by the time step. For each frame, the number of microtrack walls the cell contacted was logged. For

TGFb studies, cell velocity was measured and TMRM corrected total cell fluorescence (CTCF = Integrated

Density – (Mean Intensity of Background*Cell Area)) was calculated where applicable. Cells undergoing

cell division, apoptosis, or interacting with other cells were excluded from analysis.

Phenotypic sorting of breast cancer cells

Breast cancer cell lines were sorted as previously described (Hapach et al., 2021). Briefly, breast cancer cells

were seeded on top of a transwell insert (Greiner Bio-One, Kremsmunster, Austria) with 8 mm pores coated

in 1 mg/mL collagen. A serum gradient was applied, and cells were able to migrate through the transwell
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insert for four days. After four days, highly migratory and weakly migratory cells were collected and purified

over 20 rounds of sorting. Cells that repeatedly migrated through the transwell were termed ‘highly migra-

tory’ (MDA+, SUM+) and cells that never migrated through the transwell were termed ‘weakly migratory’

(MDA�, SUM�).

Motile fraction

MDA+ orMDA�were seeded into 1.5 mg/mL collagen gels at a density of 200,000 cells/mL. Cells were incu-

bated for 24 h at 37�C. Timelapse images of cells were acquired every 20min for 12 h, acquired using a Zeiss

Axio Observer Z1 inverted microscope equipped with a Hamamatsu ORCA-ER camera with a 103/0.3 NA

objective. AxioVision software was used to operate device. Motile fraction was quantified as the fraction of

cells that migrated at least one cell body every 2 h. Aspect ratio of cells was quantified using ImageJ.

RNA sequencing

RNA was isolated using the RNeasy mini kit (Qiagen, 74004) and RNAase-Free DNase Set according to

manufacturer protocols. RNA sequencing was performed by the Vanderbilt Technologies for Advanced

Genomics core (VANTAGE) as previously described (Hapach et al., 2021). EMT and Energy Scores were

computed from the average normalized expression of manually curated lists of epithelial, mesenchymal,

glycolysis, and oxidative phosphorylation genes.

Glucose uptake

Cells were cultured for 24 h in DMEM +10% FBS. After 24 h, fresh media supplemented with 0.146 mM

2-NBDG (Life Technologies) was added and cells were supplemented with 5 ng/mL TGFb if applicable. Af-

ter 24 h, cells were fixed in 3.2% paraformaldehyde and imaged on a Zeiss LSM800 Confocal Microscope

with a 103/0.3 NA Zeiss Objective with a 10X objective. To calculate 2-NBDG uptake, cells were manually

outlined and the corrected total cell fluorescence (CTCF = Integrated Density – (Mean Intensity of Back-

ground*Cell Area)) was calculated.

Mitochondrial membrane potential

Cells were cultured for 24 h in DMEM +10% FBS and cells were supplemented with 5 ng/mL TGFb if appli-

cable. After 24 h, fresh media supplemented with 75 nM TMRM (Invitrogen, U34361) was added. After

30 min, cells were washed with PBS and fixed in 3.2% paraformaldehyde. Cells were imaged on a Zeiss

LSM800 Confocal Microscope with a 103/0.3 NA Zeiss Objective. To calculate TMRM, cells were manually

outlined and the corrected total cell fluorescence (CTCF = Integrated Density – (Mean Intensity of Back-

ground*Cell Area)) was calculated.

Lactate output

MDA+ andMDA�were cultured for 24 h in DMEM+10% FBS. Conditionedmedia was removed, and lactate

output was measured using the L-Lactate Assay Kit (Abcam, ab65331).

DNA constructs

FUW-E-cadherin-E2A plasmid was created in-house and was used to stably transduce MDA+. pMSCV-Per-

edox-mCherry-NLS was a gift from Gary Yellen (Addgene plasmid # 32385; http://n2t.net/addgene:32385;

RRID:Addgene_32385). The Peredox probe was calibrated to lactate and pyruvate levels as previously

described (Hung and Yellen, 2014).

ROS labeling and activation

Cells were cultured for 24 h on glass in DMEM +10% FBS. After 24 h, fresh media supplemented with mito-

chondrial inhibitors, 250 mM antimycin-A or 100 mM oligomycin, was added and incubated for 6 h. At 6 h,

cells were washed in Hank’s Balanced Salt Solution with Calcium and Magnesium (Corning) (HBSS) and

25 mM carboxy-H2DCFDA green-fluorescent ROS label (Invitrogen, I36007) in HBSS was added. Cells

were incubated for 30 min at 37�, with 1 mM Hoechst’s 3342 (Invitrogen) added in the last 5 min of incuba-

tion. Cells were washed in HBSS and imaged immediately with a Zeiss LSM800 Confocal Microscope with a

203/0.8 NA Zeiss Objective. To calculate ROS, cells were manually outlined and the corrected total cell

fluorescence (CTCF = Integrated Density – (Mean Intensity of Background*Cell Area)) was calculated.

For activation of ROS in microtracks, ROS activator tert-butyl hydroperoxide (TBHT) (Invitrogen, I36007)
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or vehicle control was added in fresh media at the recommended dose of 100 mM 1 h before imaging

migration.

Metabolism inhibitor dose curves

MDAPAR were seeded into 1.5 mg/mL collagen gels at a density of 200,000 cells/mL. Cells were incubated

overnight at 37�C. Either antimycin-A (10, 100, or 500 mM), iodoacetate (10, 100, or 500 mM), or vehicle con-

trols were supplied to cells in fresh media and incubated for 1,6, or 12 h at 37�C. For iodoacetate treated

cells, 0.146 mM 2-NBDG (Life Technologies) was supplied at the same time as treatment. At each time-

point, cells were washed with PBS and fixed in 3.2% paraformaldehyde. For antimycin-A treated cells, fresh

media supplemented with 75 nM TMRM (Invitrogen, U34361) was added at each timepoint. After 30 min,

cells were washed with PBS and fixed in 3.2% paraformaldehyde. Both treatment groups were imaged on a

Zeiss LSM800 Confocal Microscope with a 203/0.8 NA Zeiss Objective. To calculate 2-NBDG or TMRM,

cells were manually outlined and the corrected total cell fluorescence (CTCF = Integrated Density –

(Mean Intensity of Background*Cell Area)) was calculated.

Cell viability

MDAPAR were seeded into 1.5 mg/mL collagen gels at a density of 200,000 cells/mL. Cells were incubated

overnight at 37�C. After incubation, cells were treated with either antimycin-A (10, 100, or 500 mM), oligo-

mycin (10, 100, or 500 mM), iodoacetate (10 or 100 mM), or vehicle controls and allowed to incubate at 37�C
for 12 h. At 12 h, cells were supplied with equal volumes of media and Live Green/Dead Red solution (Ther-

mofisher, LIVE/DEAD� Cell Imaging Kit 488/570, R37601). After 15 min incubation, cells were imaged on a

Zeiss LSM800 Confocal Microscope with a 203/0.8 NA Zeiss Objective.

Quantitative PCR

mRNA was isolated from cells using PureZOL RNA isolation reagent (Bio-Rad). cDNA was synthesized from

mRNA using iScript cDNA Synthesis Kit (Bio-Rad). QPCR was completed using SYBR green (Bio-Rad). Rela-

tive mRNA expression was calculated as 2�ddCt and b-actin was used to normalize results. Primers listed in

Table S1.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

All statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism. Box-and-whisker plots show mean, 25th/75th

percentile, and whiskers represent maximum and minimum values. Fold change bar graphs and dose

curves showmeanGSEM.Dot plots show individual data points. * denotes p value < 0.05, ** denotes <0.01,

*** denotes <0.001, and **** denotes <0.0001.
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